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:ABSTRACT:
The  project  PC  to  PC  fiber  optic  communication  deals  with  data 
transfer from one computer to another. It uses C programming and 
the serial  ports  of  the Computer.  The ports  are programmed in  C. 
MAX 232 is used to convert RS 232 logic to TTL logic and then an 
optical transmitter circuit is used to transmit data via fiber optic cable.

The optical transmitter circuit has a LED which is matched as far the 
cable and MAX232 is concerned. At the receiver an optical receiver 
circuit is used which receives data using a photo diode and a MAX 
232 again to convert TTL logic to RS 232 for the serial port at the 
receiving end computer.

The desired baud rate can be set using the program. For transmitting 
data the programme is executed once and whatever is present at the 
serial port is sent to the other computer via the fiber optic cable. At the 
receiver the program is executed to receive data on the serial port.

Data transfer is the need of today’s world. Most of people can use 
internet for this. But presently it would be time consuming. One can 
implement data transfer using wireless medium. But then it will be a 
costly affair. The need, therefore, is felt for fiber optic communication 
which is cheaper and more suitable for the task. It is cheaper than 
wireless medium and is prone to lesser loss as compared to wireless 
medium. 

Fiber optics has their own advantages; larger bandwidth, high speeds, 
only to name a few. Therefore, we need to use optic fibers for the 
internet  and LANs.  This project  can be used to  chat  between two 
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PCs. It can help transfer files at the desired speed between two PCs. 
If  we expand further,  a  network of  PCs can be connected as it  is 
observed in the cable net available today. 

The conventional LAN cables can be replaced by fiber optic cables 
which can provide much higher speeds and also larger information 
carrying capacity.
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  :ADVANTAGES OF FIBER OPTICS:

•Speed: Fiber optic networks operate at high speeds - up into the 
gigabits
•Bandwidth: large carrying capacity
•Distance: Signals can be transmitted further without needing to be 
strengthened.
•Resistance: Greater  resistance  to  electromagnetic  noise  such  as 
radios, motors or other
nearby cables.
•Maintenance: Fiber  optic  cables  costs  much  less  to  maintain.in 
recent  years  it  has  become apparent  that  fiber-optics  are  steadily 
replacing  copper  wire  as  an  appropriate  means  of  communication 
signal  transmission.  They  span  the  long  distances  between  local 
phone systems as well as providing the backbone for many network 
systems.  Other  system  users  include  cable  television  services, 
university  campuses,  office  buildings,  industrial  plants,  and  electric 
utility companies.
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 A fiber-optic system is similar to the copper wire system that fiber-
optics is replacing. The difference is that fiber-optics use light pulses 
to  transmit  information  down fiber  lines  instead of  using  electronic 
pulses  to  transmit  information  down  copper  lines.Looking  at  the 
components in a fiber-optic chain will give a better understanding of 
how the system works in conjunction with wire based systems. At one 
end  of  the  system is  a  transmitter.  This  is  the  place  of  origin  for 
information  coming  on  to  fiber-optic  lines.  The  transmitter  accepts 
coded electronic pulse information coming from copper wire. It then 
processes and translates that information into equivalently coded light 
pulses. A light-emitting diode (LED) or an injection-laser diode (ILD) 
can be used for generating the light pulses. Using a lens, the light 
pulses are funneled into the fiber-optic medium where they transmit 
themselves down the line. Think of a fiber cable in terms of very long 
cardboard roll (from the inside roll of paper towel) that is coated with a 
mirror. If you shine a flashlight in one you can see light at the far end - 
even if bent the roll around a corner.

:SELECTION OF PC PORT:

Why Serial Port?

1. Serial Cables can be longer than Parallel cables. The serial port 
transmits a '1' as -3 to -25 volts and a '0' as +3 to +25 volts where as 
a parallel port transmits a '0' as 0v and a'1' as 5v. Therefore the serial 
port can have a maximum swing of 50V compared to the parallel port 
which has a maximum swing of 5 Volts. Therefore cable loss is not 
going to be as much of a problem for serial cables as they are for 
parallel.
2. You  don't  need  as  many wires  as  parallel  transmission.  If  your 
device needs to be mounted a far distance away from the computer 
then 3 core cable (Null  Modem Configuration)  is going to be a lot 
cheaper that running 19 or 25 core cable. However you must take into 
account the cost of the interfacing at each end.
3. Infra  Red devices have proven quite  popular  recently.  You may 
have  seen  many  electronic  diaries  and  palmtop  computers  which 
have  infra  red  capabilities  build  in.  However  could  you  imagine 
transmitting 8 bits of data at the one time across the room being able 
to (from the devices point  of  view) decipher which bits are which? 
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Therefore serial transmission is used where one bit is sent at a time. 
IrDA-1 was capable of 115.2k baud and was interfaced into a UART. 
The pulse length however  was cut  down to 3/16th of  a RS232 bit 
length to conserve power considering these devices are mainly used 
on diaries, laptops and palmtops.
4. Microcontroller's  have  also  proven  to  be  quite  popular  recently. 
Many of these have in built SCI (Serial Communications Interfaces) 
which can be used to talk to the outside world. Serial Communication 
reduces the pin count of these MPU's. Only two pins are commonly 
used, Transmit Data (TXD) and Receive Data (RXD) compared with 
at least 8 pins if you use a 8 bit Parallel method (You may also require 
a Strobe).

   Two serial ports on the back of a PC

The name "serial" comes from the fact that a serial port "serializes" 
data. That is, it takes a byte of data and transmits the 8 bits in the 
byte one at a time. The advantage is that a serial port needs only one 
wire  to  transmit  the  8  bits  (while  a  parallel  port  needs  8).  The 
disadvantage is that it takes 8 times longer to transmit the data than it 
would if there were 8 wires. Serial ports lower cable costs and make 
cables smaller. Before each byte of data, a serial port sends a start 
bit, which is a single bit with a value of 0. After each byte of data, it 
sends a stop bit to signal that the byte is complete. It may also send a 
parity bit.

Serial  ports,  also  called  communication  (COM)  ports,  are  bi-
directional. Bidirectional communication allows each device to receive 
data as well as transmit it. Serial devices use different pins to receive 
and transmit data -- using the same pins would limit communication to 
half-duplex, meaning that information could only travel in one direction 
at a time. Using different pins allows for full-duplex communication, in 
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which information can travel in both directions at once. Serial ports 
rely  on  a  special  controller  chip,  the  Universal  Asynchronous 
Receiver/Transmitter  (UART),  to  function  properly.  The  UART chip 
takes the parallel output of the computer's system bus and transforms 
it into serial form fortransmission through the serial port. In order to 
function faster, most UART chips have a built-in buffer of anywhere 
from 16 to  64 kilobytes.  This buffer  allows the chip to  cache data 
coming in from the system bus while it is processing data going out to 
the serial  port.  While  most  standard  serial  ports  have a maximum 
transfer  rate  of  115  Kbps  (kilobits  per  second),  high  speed  serial 
ports,  such  as  Enhanced  Serial  Port  (ESP)  and  Super  Enhanced 
Serial Port (Super ESP), can reach data transfer rates of 460 Kbps.

   : CONNECT ORS:

We will  be using the  9/25 pin connector for our project and its pin 
configuration is as follows:

9 - PIN CONNECTOR:

1.  Carrier  Detect -  Determines  if  the  modem  is  connected  to  a 
working phone line.
2.  Receive  Data  - Computer  receives  information  sent  from  the 
modem.
3. Transmit Data - Computer sends information to the modem.
4. Data Terminal Ready - Computer tells the modem that it is ready 
to talk.
5. Signal Ground - Pin is grounded.
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6. Data Set Ready - Modem tells the computer that it is ready to talk.
7.  Request  To  Send  - Computer  asks  the  modem if  it  can  send 
information.
8.  Clear  To  Send  - Modem  tells  the  computer  that  it  can  send 
information.
9.  Ring  Indicator  - Once  a  call  has  been  placed,  computer 
acknowledges signal (sent from modem) that a ring is detected.

25 - PIN CONNECTOR:

1. Not Used
2. Transmit Data - Computer sends information to the modem.
3.  Receive  Data  - Computer  receives  information  sent  from  the 
modem.
4.  Request  To  Send  - Computer  asks  the  modem if  it  can  send 
information.
5.  Clear  To  Send  - Modem  tells  the  computer  that  it  can  send 
information.
6. Data Set Ready - Modem tells the computer that it is ready to talk.
7. Signal Ground - Pin is grounded.
8.  Received  Line  Signal  Detector  - Determines  if  the  modem is 
connected to a working phone line.
 9. Not Used: 
10. Not Used
11. Not Used
12. Not Used
13. Not Used
14. Not Used
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15. Not Used
16. Not Used
17. Not Used
18. Not Used
19. Not Used
20. Data Terminal Ready - Computer tells the modem that it is ready 
to talk.
21. Not Used
22.  Ring  Indicator  - Once  a  call  has  been  placed,  computer 
acknowledges signal (sent from modem) that a ring is detected.
23. Not Used
24. Not Used
25. Not Used

       

:MAX-232 LEVEL  CONVER TER  IC :

Almost all digital devices which we use require either TTL or CMOS 
logic levels. Therefore the first step to connecting a device to the RS-
232 port is to transform the RS-232 levels back into 0 and 5 Volts. 
And this is done by Two common  Level Converters are the 1488 RS-
232 Driver and the 1489 RS-232 Receiver. Each package contains 4 
inverters  of  the  one  type,  either Drivers  or  Receivers.  The  driver 
requires two supply rails, +7.5 to +15v and -7.5 to  -15v.
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Another device is the  MAX-232. It  includes a Charge Pump, which 
generates  +10V  and  -10V  from a  single  5v  supply.  This  I.C.  also 
includes two receivers  and two transmitters  in  the  same package. 
This is handy in many cases when you only want to use the Transmit 
and Receive data Lines. You don't need to use two chips, one for the 
receive  line  and  one  for  the  transmit  line. 
However all this convenience comes at a price, 
but compared with the price of designing a new 
power supply it  is  very cheap.  There  are  also 
many  variations  of  these  devices.  The  large 
value  of  capacitors  is  not  only  bulky,  but  also 
expensive. Therefore other devices are available 
which  use  smaller  capacitors  and  even  some 
with inbuilt capacitors. However the MAX-232 is 
the most common.

SK100:

FEATURES:

 Low switching noise
 Low forward voltage drop
 Low thermal resistance
 High switching capability

 High surge capability

 High reliability
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Max-232 Conversion 

level
TTL+5 -9 

RS232
TTL0V +9 

RS232
RS232+9v 0v TTL
RS232-9v 5v TTL
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:FIBER OPTIC LINK DESIGN :

BLOCK DIA GRAM:
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TRAN SMITT ER:

Data signals transmitted through pin3 of 9-pin ‘D’ connector of RS-
232 COM port are sent to pin8 of MAX232 and it convertes these RS-
232 compatible levels of +9V or -9V to 0/5 volt TTL levels as given in 
table.

The  output  of  MAX232  drives  the  pnp  transistor  through  a  bias 
resistor of 1k ohm, to switch on “IR LEDS” and also visible LED. Here 
actually  when  the  output  of  MAX232  is  0V  at  that  time  the  pnp 
transistor will be conduct and  the IRLED as well visible LED will glow. 
And when the output of MAX232 is 5V at that time the pnp transistor 
will not conduct it is in cut-off region. So, at that time the IRLED as 
well the visible LED will not glow.

We can use laser diodes and LEDs for the transmitter. Both have their 
own advantages and disadvantages. But LEDs are more reliable and 
also cheap, so we will be using a LED.
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There are several different schemes for carrying out the modulation 
function.  These  are  respectively:  Intensity  Modulation,  Frequency 
Shift Keying, Phase Shift Keying and Polarization Modulation. Within 
the  context  of  a  premise  fiber  optic  data  link  the  only  one  really 
employed is Intensity Modulation.

It  must  be  noted  that  one  reason  for  the  popularity  of  Intensity 
Modulation is its suitability for operation with LED's. An LED can only 
produce incoherent optical power. Since Intensity Modulation does not 
require coherence it can be used with an LED.

Transmitter circuit diagram

   

:OPTICAL TRANSMITTER BLOCK DIAGRAM:
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The LED that we have used has the following features:

  Infrared LED
  No optical design required
  Suitable for PC to Peripheral links

                  :FIBER OPTIC CABLE:

A fiber optic cable is a cylindrical pipe. It may be made out of glass or 
plastic or a combination of glass and plastic. Basically, a fiber optic 
cable is composed of two concentric layers termed the core and the 
cladding. These are shown on the right side of Figure 1. 

FIGURE 1.

The core and cladding have different  indices of  refraction with  the 
core having n1 and the cladding n2. Light is piped through the core. A 
fiber optic cable has an additional coating around the cladding called 
the  jacket.  Core,  cladding  and  jacket  are  all  shown  in  the  three 
dimensional  view on  the  left  side  of  Figure  1.  The  jacket  usually 
consists of one or more layers of polymer. Its role is to protect the 
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core  and  cladding  from  shocks  that  might  affect  their  optical  or 
physical  properties.  It  acts  as  a  shock  absorber.  The  jacket  also 
provides protection from abrasions, solvents and other contaminants. 
The jacket does not have any optical properties that might affect the 
propagation of light within the fiber optic cable. The illustration on the 
left side of Figure 1 is somewhat simplistic. In actuality, there may be 
a strength member added to the fiber optic cable so that it  can be 
pulled during installation. (Figure 1).

This would be added just inside the jacket. There may be a buffer 
between the  strength  member  and  the  cladding.  This  protects  the 
core and cladding from damage and allows the fiber optic cable to be 
bundled with other fiber optic cables.

How is light guided down in the fiber optic cable in the core? 
This occurs because the core and cladding have different refraction 
index of  the  core,  n1,  always  being  greater  than  the  index  of  the 
cladding,  n2.  Figure  2  shows  how  this  is  employed  to  effect  the 
propagation of light down the fiber optic cable and confine it to the 
core.

As illustrated a light ray is injected into the fiber optic cable on the 
right.  If  the  light  ray  is  injected  and  strikes  the  core-to-cladding 
interface at an angle greater than an entity called the critical angle 
then it is reflected back into the core. Since the angle of incidence is 
always equal to the angle of reflection the reflected light will again be
reflected. The light ray will then continue this bouncing path down the 
length  of  the  fiber  optic  cable.  If  the  light  ray  strikes  the  core-to-
cladding  interface  at  an  angle  less  than  the  critical  angle  then  it 
passes  into  the  cladding  where  it  is  attenuated  very  rapidly  with 
propagation distance.

Light can be guided down the fiber optic cable if it enters at less than 
the critical angle.
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The cable are used in our project having following features.

- Length of 1 metre
-Diameter of approximately 3mm
- Type of Fiber material is plastic

                         

:RECEIVER :

The IR signals are detected by a photo diode (D1).A Photo Diode is 
reverse biased & breaks down when IR light falls on its junction .The 
detected TTl level (0/5V)signals are coupled to pin10 of MAX 232 IC 
.These TTL levels are converted to+9Vor -9V levels internally(as per 
Table-1) &output at pin 7.
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                              Receiver circuit diagram         

A visible LED1 at pin 7 of MAX232 IC indicated that the signals are 

bagging receuved.Pin 7 is also connected to pin 2 of pin 9       ‘D’ 
connector used for the serial port in the PC, so that the data may be 
read  .The  optical  signals  received  by the  photodiodes  are  in  fact 
converted to electrical pulses and both the pcs “think” that there is null 
modem cable connected between them.
                                  
The Receiver component serves two functions. First, it must sense or 
detect the light coupled out of the fiber optic cable then convert the 
light into an electrical signal.

Secondly, it must demodulate this light to determine the identity of the 
binary data that it represents. In total,  it must detect light and then 
measure the relevant Information bearing light wave parameters.  A 
Receiver is generally designed with a Transmitter.

Both are modules within the same package.  The very heart  of  the 
Receiver is the means for sensing the light output of the fiber optic 
cable. Light is detected and then converted to an electrical signal. The 
demodulation  decision  process  is  carried  out  on  the  resulting 
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electrical signal.  The light detection is carried out by a photodiode. 
This senses light and converts it into an electrical current.

:OPTICAL RECEIVER BLOCK DIAGRAM:

              : PROGRAMMING :

The software used to test this hardware, can transmit digits from one 
PC to the other. It programs the serial port control register to adjust 
the speed. When both the PCs are matched in speed, the transmitter 
program sends the digits continuously with the start and stop bits. At 
the receiver, the program scans the status register to check if the data 
has arrived. 

As soon as the start bit is received the data are read and displayed. 
This program can be expanded to support a two way link.  it can also 
be used to transmit the data as well as receive it. 

                      :ALGORITHM:

 Setup Serial Port
 Input Data to be sent
 Read data and Store as String
 Calculate String Length
 Send Each Character
 Keep Track of LSR
 Send Length Information
 Append Start & Stop Bits
 Receive Length Information
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 Read All Characters by using Length information and LSR 
status

 Store All Characters in Array while reading
 Display the entire data
 Give Acknowledgement After checking stop bit

           //TRANSMITTER PROGRAM FOR CHATTING//

#include<stdio.h>
#include<conio.h>
#include<dos.h>
#include<stdlib.h>
#include<graphics.h>
#include<string.h>
#define TX 0x3f8
#define LSR 0x3fD
#define LCR 0x3fB
void send_char(char ch);
void send_data();
void setup_serial(void);
char get_character(void);
void receive_data(void);
int length;
char final[100];
void transmit();
void receive();
char data_out[100];
int len1;
void main()
{
clrscr();
setup_serial();
transmit();
}
void transmit()
{
printf("\nuser1:");
gets(data_out);
len1=strlen(data_out);
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data_out[len1]='\0';
send_data();
receive();
}
void receive()
{
int in_char,i;
char data_in='\0';
char data_in1[100];
setup_serial();
receive_data();
printf("\nuser2:");
printf("%s",final);
printf("\n");
transmit();
}
void send_char(char ch)
{
int status;
do
{
status=inp(LSR)&0x40;
}
while(status!=0x40);
outp(TX,(char)ch);
}
void send_data()
{
int i=0;
send_char('X');
send_char('X');
send_char('X');
send_char('A');
send_char(len1);
for(i=0;i<=len1;i++)
{
send_char(data_out[i]);
}
send_char('B');
}
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char get_character(void)
{
int status;
do
{
status=inp(LSR) & 0x01;
}
while(status!=0x01);
return((char)inp(TX));
}
void receive_data()
{
int i=0;
char first_no,second_no,third_no,value[100],inchar;
char string[4],ex_or;
char dat[100];
string[3]='\0';
while(get_character()!='A');
length=get_character();
for(i=0;i<=length;i++)
{
final[i]=get_character();
}
inchar=get_character();
}
void setup_serial(void)
{
outp(LCR,0x80);
outp(TX,0x18);
outp(TX+1,0x00);
outp(LCR,0x0A);
}

                      //RECEIVER PROGRAM FOR CHATTING//

#include<stdio.h>
#include<conio.h>
#include<dos.h>
#include<stdlib.h>
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#include<graphics.h>
#include<string.h>
#define TX 0x3f8
#define LSR 0x3fD
#define LCR 0x3fB
void send_char(char ch);
void send_data();
void setup_serial(void);
char get_character(void);
void receive_data(void);
int length;
char final[100];
void transmit();
void receive();
char data_out[100];
int len1;
void main()
{
clrscr();
setup_serial();
receive();
}
void transmit()
{
printf("\nuser2:");
gets(data_out);
len1=strlen(data_out);
data_out[len1]='\0';
send_data();
receive();
}
void receive()
{
int in_char,i;
char data_in='\0';
char data_in1[100];
setup_serial();
receive_data();
printf("\nuser1:");
printf("%s",final);
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printf("\n");
transmit();
}
void send_char(char ch)
{
int status;
do
{
status=inp(LSR)&0x40;
}
while(status!=0x40);
outp(TX,(char)ch);
}
void send_data()
{
int i=0;
send_char('X');
send_char('X');
send_char('X');
send_char('A');
send_char(len1);
for(i=0;i<=len1;i++)
{
send_char(data_out[i]);
}
send_char('B');
}
char get_character(void)
{
int status;
do
{
status=inp(LSR) & 0x01;
}
while(status!=0x01);
return((char)inp(TX));
}
void receive_data()
{
int i=0;
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char first_no,second_no,third_no,value[100],inchar;
char string[4],ex_or;
char dat[100];
string[3]='\0';
while(get_character()!='A');
length=get_character();
for(i=0;i<=length;i++)
{
final[i]=get_character();
}
inchar=get_character();
}
void setup_serial(void)
{
outp(LCR,0x80);
outp(TX,0x18);
outp(TX+1,0x00);
outp(LCR,0x0A);
}

//*PROGARM FOR FILE TRANSFER & CHATTING BETWEEN TWO 
PC*//

#include<stdio.h>
#include<dos.h>
#include<conio.h>
#include "graphics.h"
#include<time.h>
#include<string.h>
#include<stdlib.h>
#include<ctype.h>
#include<io.h>
#define DEL 25
#define COM 0x03f8
ralgn(void);
f_rcv(void);
salgn(void);
f_snd(void);
splash(void);
initial(void);
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char gra='Y';
int flag=0;
int f1;
union REGS inregs,outregs;
FILE *fp;
int status;
char temp='\n',t2;

int t1=10;

void main(void)

 {

char ch,chr,chs;
    int gd=DETECT,gm;

 initgraph(&gd,&gm,"c:\tc\bgi\egavga.bgi");

  

clrscr();
if(flag==0)
/*splash();*/
flag++;
textcolor(4);gotoxy(26,6);
cprintf("INFRARED/LASER COMMUNICATION");
gotoxy(34,9);textcolor(10);
cprintf("R");textcolor(7);cprintf("eceive mode");
textcolor(14);gotoxy(35,12);
cprintf("S");textcolor(7);cprintf("end mode");
textcolor(6);gotoxy(37,15);
cprintf("E");textcolor(7);cprintf("xit");
ch=getch();
switch(toupper(ch))
{

case'R': R:clrscr();
textcolor(4);gotoxy(26,6);
cprintf("INFARED/LASER COMMUNICATION");
textcolor(138);gotoxy(33,9);
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cprintf("RECEIVE MODE");
textcolor(9);gotoxy(33,12);
cprintf("A");textcolor(7);cprintf("lign device");
textcolor(11);gotoxy(33,15);
cprintf("F");textcolor(7);cprintf("ile receive");
textcolor(6);gotoxy(36,18);
cprintf("Q");textcolor(7);cprintf("uit");
chr=getch();
switch(toupper(chr))
{

case'A':ralgn();break;
case'F':f_rcv();break;
case'Q':main();
default:clrscr();
printf("Wrong Key Pressed");
goto R;

}
break;
case 'S':S:clrscr();
textcolor(4);gotoxy(26,6);
cprintf("INFARED/LASER COMMUNICATION");
textcolor(142);gotoxy(36,9);
cprintf("SEND MODE");
textcolor(9);gotoxy(34,12);
cprintf("A");textcolor(7);cprintf("ransfer file");
textcolor(6);gotoxy(38,18);
cprintf("Q");textcolor(7);cprintf("uit");
chs=getch();
switch(toupper(chs))
{

case'A':salgn();break;
case'T':f_snd();break;
case'Q':main();
default:clrscr();
printf("Wrong Key Pressed");
goto S;

}
break;
case'E':E:clrscr();
textcolor(143);
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gotoxy(35,13);
cprintf("GOOD BYE");
exit(1);
default :clrscr();
printf("Wrong Key Pressed");
main();
return;

}
}

   /*Function for Receive (For Device Alignment */)

   ralgn(void)
   {

char st;
st='/0'; /*local variable*/
clrscr();
gotoxy(30,2);
textcolor(9);cprintf("ALIGN DEVICE");
printf("\n");
initial();
loop:if(!kbhit())

   {
if(st==0x04)  /*check for end of the transmission*/
{

clrscr();
textcolor(140);
gotoxy(30,12);
cprintf("ALIGNED PROPERLY");
gotoxy(48,24);
printf("Press any key to quit.");
getch();
main(); /*got to main function after alignining properly*/

   }
status=inp(0X3fd);

if((status&0x01)==0x00)
goto loop;
else if(!kbhit())
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{
st=inp(COM);
printf("%c",st);
goto loop;

}
else
main();

   }
return;

 }
 /*Function for File Receive*/
 f_rcv()
 {

int flag=0,bytecount=0,count;
float ot=0.00,nt=0.00;
char ch,st[55000],fnm[30];
clrscr();
initial();
ot=clock()/18.2;
gotoxy(2,2);
printf("FILE NAME ? :");
fp=fopen(gets(fnm),"wb");
gotoxy(26,10);
printf("(Ready for) RECIVING DATA....");
gotoxy(50,24);
textcolor(138);
cprintf("Don't KEY IN may loss data");
loop:nt=clock()/18.2;

status=inp(0X3FD);
if((status & 0x01)==0x00)
   {

if((bytecount>0)&&(nt-ot)>5.0)

   {
  clrscr();
  for(count=0;count<flag;count++)
  {
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gotoxy(26,10);
textcolor(11);
cprintf("Saving data in");
gotoxy(43,10);
textcolor(12);
cprintf("%s",fnm);
fprintf(fp,"%c",st[count]);

  }
  fclose(fp);
  gotoxy(26,13);
  textcolor(11);
  cprintf("File %s of %d bytes created",fnm,count);
  gotoxy(50,40);
  textcolor(7);
  getch();
  main();
 }

goto loop;

  }
else if(!kbhit())
{

st[flag]=inp(COM);
flag++;
bytecount++;
ot=clock()/18.2;
goto loop;
}
else
{

 /*If transmission is cut terminate abnormally*/

clrscr();
for(count=0;count<flag;count++)
{

gotoxy(26,3);
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textcolor(140);
cprintf("TERMINATED ABNORMALLY");
gotoxy(26,10);
textcolor(11);
cprintf("Saving data in");
textcolor(12);
cprintf("%s",fnm);
fprintf(fp,"%c",st[count]);

}
fclose(fp);
gotoxy(26,13);
textcolor(11);
cprintf("File %s of %d bytes created",fnm,count);
sleep(5);
main(); }
return;

}

 salgn()
 {
int flag=0;
char st[127];
clrscr();
initial();
textcolor(14);
cprintf("Type the sentence(<127chars)");
puts("\n");
gets(st);
loopb:status=inp(0X3FD);
if ((status & 0x20)==0x00)
goto loopb;
else
{
do
{

if(!kbhit())
{

outport(COM,0X0D);
outport(COM,0X0A);
if(flag==strlen(st))
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{
printf("\n");
flag=0;
outport(COM,0X0D);

   /*Send carriage return*/
delay(5);
outport(COM,0x0A);
delay(5);

}
else
{

outport(COM,st[flag]);
printf("%c",st[flag]);
flag++;
delay(DEL);

}
}
if(kbhit())

{
delay(1);
outport(COM,0x04);
main();

}

}
while(!kbhit());       }

}

/*The function for file transfer*/
f_snd(void)
{
int flag=0,count=0,fl;
char ch,st[55000],fnm[20];
clrscr();
initial();
gotoxy(2,2);
printf("FILE NAME ?:");
fp=fopen(gets(fnm),"rb");
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if(fp==NULL)
{

 clrscr();
gotoxy(35,13);
printf("FILE NOT FOUND !");
delay(1000);
main();

}
else
{

f1=filelength(5);
gotoxy(23,20);
printf("File being transferred has %ubytes",f1);
do
{

ch=fgetc(fp);
st[count]=ch;
count++;

}
while(count<=f1);

}
fclose(fp);
loopa:
status=inp(0X3Fd);
if((status & 0X20)==0x00)
goto loopa;
else
do
{

if(flag==f1)
{

gotoxy(50,24);
printf("Press any key to exit !");
getch();
main();
}

else
{

outport(COM,st[flag]);
printf("\t%004x",st[flag]);
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flag++;
delay(DEL);

}

   } while(!kbhit());
}

 /*Initialisation Function*/
 initial()
 {

inregs.h.ah=0;
     inregs.h.al=0X63;

     inregs.x.dx=0;
     int86(0x14,&inregs,& outregs);
     }
     splash(void)
     {
     int d=DETECT,m,j,i;
     struct palettetype pal;
     initgraph(&d,&m,"d:\\borlandc\bgi");
     getpalette(&pal);
     for(i=0;i<pal.size;i++)

setrgbpalette(pal.colors[i],i*5,i*4,i*4);
     setfillstyle(8,8);
     setcolor(15);
     settextstyle(1,0,4);
     setbkcolor(4);
     for(i=0;i<17;i++)
     {
     setcolor(i);
     outtextxy(45+i,200+i,"Pc to PC Laser/IR Communication");
     }
     sleep(1);
     cleardevice();
     for(i=0;i,17;i++)
     {

setcolor(i);
     outtextxy(175+i,200+i," Mostek Electronics");
     }

sleep(1);
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cleardevice();
for(i=0;i<17;i++)
{

setcolor(i);
outtextxy(160+i,175+i,"Nirav");

}
sleep(1);
cleardevice();
closegraph();

     }
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:APPENDIX:

:TROUBLE SHOOTING:

in this practical we are very much in trouble .And we also try ro solve 
the problem. 

These problem and its solutions are following:

(1) We don’t get the output on the bradboard when 
      we giving the +9V & -9V to the pin no 8 of IC

ANS: Actually we understand that it  is npn Transistor.So, when we 
giving it to +9V at that time at the pin no 9 of IC we getting 0v so 
transistor is not conduct and LED will not glow and when we giving it 
the -9v supply at that time at the pin no 9 we get the +5v so transistor 
will  conduct  and LED will  glow. But actually  the LED will  glow at 
reverse condition we try more but we don’t get the output.  but at last 
when Mr.Ankit  D Shah is  remember us that  it  is  pnp transistor  so 
when you giving it the +9v supply at that time at the pin no 9 of IC we 
getting 0v so transistor will conduct and LED will glow and vice versa. 

(2) ‘C’ program of file transfer will not be run .

ANS: Because in this program we will use the graphics.h header file. 
And  we don’t detect it  by writing its driver  initialization. J.B.Bhatia 
sir will help us and they also say that these program will not run in the 
windows XP because the registerd file of the serial port is not in the 
XP and XP will not support it . But  windows 98 will support it . And he 
also say that he was also try to send the data through serial port and 
same problem will occur.

(3) Differentiate  the photodiode.
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ANS: When we purchase the photodiode at that time  we getting it in 
the  pair.  So,we  have  to  first  differentiate  the  photodiode  and  the 
photo transmitter. At that time we used the simple circuit to test the 
photodiode. We giving the +5v supply to the simple LED through the 
1k resistor. And then connect the photodiode in the reversr direction 
so when we fall the IR light to photodiode then simple Led will glow 
because the path will completed.          
                        

                                   :PR OJECT COST :

Component 222=00

Two RS232 cable 60=00

4 connector 20=00
Power supply component 111=00

Fiber cable 150=00
PCB designing 160=00

Total 723=00
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:REFERENCES:

1. Let us c  by Yashwant Kanitkar
 We referred this book to know about ‘C’ language. Because it is an 
important Part  in this project. The book provided us with a complete 
picture of ‘”C”..

2. www.howstuffworks.com
We used this site to get information on parallel and serial ports. It was 
helpful  in  providing a general  picture of  two kinds of  ports.  Also it 
provided excellent  links  on pc  to  pc  communication and basics  of 
optical fibers.

3. www.RS232 Tutorial on Data Interface and cables.htm
To  get  an  idea  of  how  to  interface  RS  232  ports  for  data 
communication this site provided a dearth of information. Everything 
ranging from the various connectors (9 pin and 25 pin), the various 
signals (DTE,CTS,DSR etc.) and the logic output levels that we get 
out of RS 232 ports.

4. www.MAX232N Bus-Line Transceivers(MAX232CPE).htm
We got information about MAX 232 chip from this site. This chip is
instrumental in converting RS 232 logic levels to TTL levels which is 
required by our transmitter circuit. This site provided us with th data 
sheet of MAX 232 .

5. www. fiber optic cable tutorial .htm
We got complete information about the fiber optic cable, its different 
types,  comparison  and  even  understood  how  to  select  cable 
according to the requirement.
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